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Answer: B

QUESTION: 114
A report is selected and returns no data. If the formula database index is 2000000, which
command can be executed to determine its type?A report is selected and returns no data. If
the formula? Database index is 2000000, which command can be executed to determine its
type?

A. resmgr -export frm -colNames " type" -filter dbIndex(2000000)"
B. resmgr -export frm -colNames "origin" -filter dbIndex(2000000)"
C. resmgr -export frm -colNames "subType" -filter dbIndex(2000000)"
D. resmgr -export frm -colNames "dataType" -filter dbIndex(2000000)"

Answer: A

QUESTION: 115
An administrator notices subchannel 1.99 has no data, despite the following conditions:
Bulk inventory has finished successfully.
The input source contains data.
The data is being processed by BCOL.1.99.
BOF files are being created and passed downstream.
None of the components are in flow control.
The reports are working fine for SNMP subchannel 1.1.
What are three reasons why the reports contain no data? (Choose three.)

A. The late data window has not been defined correctly.
B. Bulk subchannels can start only from 100 onwards.
C. The subelements are not in the correct reporting groups.
D. Bulk data needs to work on a separate channel for itself.
E. The timestamp on input data is earlier than that of creation date of resources for
subchannel 1.99.
F. The requests for the metrics and resources in the file which are being collected should
also be deployed.

Answer: C, E, F
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QUESTION: 116
How is it determined whether a formula is a collection, inventory, generic, or CME
formula?

A. Only the FED editor can see this information.
B. Only the Proviso DataMart formula selector can see this.
C. A field named type describes this distribution, which can be exported with resmgr.
D. A field named origin describes this distribution, which can be exported with resmgr.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 117
What is the command to view the elements that an SNMP DataLoad is polling?

A. statGet
B. statGet -l objects
C. statGet -S 192.168.9.105
D. statGet -l instances -o targets

Answer: D

QUESTION: 118
Which three statements are true if a subelement is in the OFF state? (Choose three.)

A. The subelement is put into a burned state.
B. The subelement still remains in the database.
C. The subelement is removed from the database.
D. The subelement continues to be in collection group.
E. The subelement is removed from all groups where state=on is a filter.
F. The subelement is moved from a collection group to remove unnecessary collection.

Answer: B, E, F

QUESTION: 119
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Which three components must be running to provide interprocess communication between
all DataChannel components? (Choose three.)

A. CNS on all DataChannel hosts
B. AMGR on all DataChannel hosts
C. CMGR on all DataChannel hosts
D. CNS on the channel manager host
E. AMGR on the channel manager host
F. CMGR on the channel manager host

Answer: B, D, F
QUESTION: 120
The following error is in the SilverStream log:
Sun Dec 09 21:47:14 GMT 2007 WARNING ORBManager.getIOR() Failed to obtain IOR
(Host: ALBATROSS Port: 45107): Connection refused
What does it mean?

A. Communication between SilverStream and the database has failed.
B. Communication between SilverStream and the DataMart has failed.
C. Communication between SilverStream and the DataLoad has failed.
D. Communication between SilverStream and the DataChannel has failed.

Answer: D
QUESTION: 121
What does the startInv file do to the bulk collector?

A. It will signal the pollinv to execute the pollprofile for that particular bulk collector.
B. It will load-balance the metric data to enable the bulk collector to run an inventory on that
profile.
C. It will enable all bulk discovery servers to temporarily shut down until the inventory has
completed.
D. It will update the collector to process metric data with a delayed polling frequency until
the inventory has completed.
Answer: A
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